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Abstract 

The paper concems task and resource allocation in a complex of operations which may be considered as a part of 
the knowledge-based project management system. The brief overview of concepts and results conceming the 
allocation problem under wicertainty described by uncertain variables is presented. The quality of the decision 
bascd on an e>--pert's knowledge is considered. An application of two-lcvel decomposition of the complex and 
the allocation taking inio account uncertain and random parameters in the description of the operations are 
discussed. Three simple examples illustrate the presented approach. 

1 Introduction 

The paper deals with selectcd problems oftask and resource allocation in a project management (sec e.g. 14, 15), 
based on an UI1Certain knowledge. For decision making in a wide class of uncertain systems, a concept of 
uncertain variables has been developed (3, 4, 8, 13). The uncertain variable is describcd by a certainty 
distribution given by an expcrt and characterizing his/her opinion of approximate values of the variable. The 
purpose of this paper is to show how the uncertain variables may be applied to task and resource allocation in the 
project considered as a complex of operations described by a relational knowledge representation with unknown 
parameters. The considerations arc based on the generał methods conccrning the application of unccrtain 
variables to the control of the complcx of operations (5). In Sect. 2 a brief description of the uncertain variables 
uscd in die next sections is presented. The details may be found in (4, 8], and die applications to related problems 
- in (6, 9, li). 

2 Uncertain variables and decision problem 
In the definition of the unccrtain variable x we consider two soft properties (i.e. such propertics ą:,(x) that for 

die fixed x d1e logic value v[ą:,(x)) e (0,1) ): "x = x" which means "x is approximatcly equal to x" or " x is 

the approximate value of x ", and "x E Dx" which means "x approximately bclongs to the set Dx" or "the 

approximate value of x belongs to Dx"· The uncertain variable x is dcfined by a set ofvalucs X (real number 

vector space), the function h(x ) = v(x = x) (i.e. the certainty index thai x = x, given by an cxpcrt) and the 

following definitions for Dx, Di, D2 ~ X : 

__ {max h(x) for Dx ~ 0 
v(x E Dx ) = xeDx 

O for Dx = 0, (emptysct) 

v(xi Dx ) = 1- v(x E Dx ), 

t This paper is a modificd and extended version of the work prescnted at 16th Int. Con[ on Systems Engineering, Coventry 
Universily, Seplembcr 2003. 



v(x E D1 v i' E D2) = max{v(xE D1),v(xE D2)}, 

v(xE D1 /\XE D2) 

= {min{v(x E D 1 ) , v(x E D 2)} for D1 r, D2 ;< 0 

O for Dt riD2 = 0. 

The function h(x) is callcd a certainty distribution. 

C-11ncertain variable x is defined by the set of values X, the funclion h(x) = v(x ~ x) given by an expert, 

and the following dcfinitions: 

vc(xE Dx)=.!_[v(xE Dx)+l-v(xEDx)l (I) 
2 

wherc Dx =X - Dx , 

vc(x ii Dx) = 1-vc(x E Dx), 

vc(x E D1 v i' E D2) = vc(xE D1 u D2). 

vc(xE D1 /\XE D2) = vc(xE Dt riD2). 

The application of C-uncertain variable means better using of the expert's knowledge, but may be more 
complicated from the computational point of view. Lei us consider a static plant with the input vector u e U and 

tl1c output vector y e Y , describcd by a rclation R(u, y; x) c U x Y whcre tl1e vector of unknown parameters 

x e X is assumed to be a value of an uncertain variable dcscribed by the certainty distribution h(x) given by an 

expert. lf the relation R is nol a function tlien the valuc u detennines a set of possible outputs 

Dy(u;x) = {y e Y: (u,y) e R(u,y;x)}. (2) 

For U1e requirement y e Dy c Y givcn by a user, we can formulate the following dccision problem: For U1e 

given R(u,y; x), h(x) and Dy one should find the decision u• maximizing the certainty index Umt the set of 

possible outputs (2) approximately bclongs to Dy (i.e. belongs to Dy for an approximate value of x). Then 

u' =argmaxv[Dy(u;x)i;;;Dyl 
ueU 

where 

= arg max max h(x) 
ueU xeDx(u) 

Dx(u) = {x EX: Dy(u;x) c;;;, Dy}. 

(3) 

This formulation of the decision problem will be used in the next sections in the formulation of allocation 
problems for U1e project under considernlion. 

3 Task and resource allocation in the complex of parallel operations 

In Uie dctcnninistic case U1c complex of parallel operations is described by a set of functions 

71=rp;(u;), i=l,2, ... ,k, (4) 

1' = max{Tt,72, ... ,Td = nrnxrp;(u;) ~<J>(u) (5) 
i 

where T; is the execution time of the i-th operalion, u; for each i is the size of a łask in the problem of łask 

allocntion or the amounl or a resourcc in the problem of rcsource allocation, T is the execution time of the 

wholc complex and 11 = (11 1,112, ... , uk) e ff . The set ff c Rk is dctermincd by the constrainlS 

1\11;~0, 
ieIT 

k 

L"; =U 
i=l 

(6) 

where U is Ihe Iotal size or the łask or U1e total amow1l of the rcsource Io be distributect among tlte operations. 

The funciion ,P; is an increasing funclion of 11; (and ,P;(O) =0) in Ute case oflasks and dccreasing function of 

u; in the case of resources. The complcx of the parallel opcrations may be considered as a spccific dccision 

(conlrol) plant (Fig. I) with Ihc input vector II and a single output y = T, describcd by a function <J>(u) 



determined according to (5). 

Plant 

u 
A11ocation o 

Fignrc I. Complex of parallel operations as a decision plant 

Let us consider a complex of parał lei operations described by inequalities 

1; ~ ,P;(U;,X;), i= I,2, ... ,k (1) 

where u; is tl1e size of a task assigned to the i-th operation, x1 e R1 is a parameter and f/J; is a known incrcasing 

function of u; . The parameter x1 is wlknown and is assumed to be a value of an w1certain varia ble x; dcscribed 

by a certainty distribution hx;(x;) givcn by an expert. Now the relatio~al knowledge representation, consisting 

of (7) and the relationship T = max(T1, T2, ... , Tk), is completed by the functions hx;(x1). We assume that 

xI ,x2, ... ,xk are independent uncertain variables, i.e. 

hx(x)=minhx1(x1) where x=(x1,x2, .. ,,xk), 
i 

The description of the complex is analogous for tl1e resource allocation problem. When u; is the amount of a 

resource assigned to the i-tli operation, ,p1 is a decreasing function of u1 and U denotes the lota! amount of the 

resourcc to be distributed. According to the generał formulation of tl1e decision problem presented in Scct. 2, tl1e 
allocation problem may be formulatcd as an optimization problem consisting in finding the optima! allocation 

u• which maximizes the certainty index of the soft property: "the set of possible va lues T approximatcly belongs 
to [O,a)" (i.e. belongs to [0,a) for an approximate value of x ). 
Optima! allocation (decision) 11roblem: For the given 'I';, hx; (ie l,k), U and a find 

u• = argm~v(u) 
ueU 

where 

v(u) = v{lJr (u ;x) i; [O.al}= v[T(u,x) s a]. (8) 

The soft property " Dr(u;x)c[O,a)" is denoted here by "T(u,x)sa", and Dr(u;x) denotcs the set of 

possible values T for the fixed u, determined by the inequality T ~ max,p;(u;,x;). TI1e property "T(u,x) sa" 
i 

means thai tl1e maximum possible value of the execution time T is approximalely (i.e. for tl1e approximatc value 
of x) less or equal to a . 
According to (8) 

v(u) = v{[T1 (u1 ,ii) S a]A[T2 (u2 ,i2) S a] 

/\ ... A[Tk (u k, xt) S a)}. 

TI1e11 

u• = argma~ min v;(u;) 
ueU i 

where 

(8a) 

(9) 

v;(u;)=v[11(u;,X;)Sa] 1 
__ . _ _ Dx;(u;)={x; eR :,p;(u;,X;)~a}. 

=v[,p;(11;,x;)~a] = v[x; eDx;(II;)]. 

Finally 

and 

v;(u1)= max hx1(x1 ) 
X;EDx;(II;) 

11 • = arg ma~ min max hx; (x;) 
ueU i xi eDx;(11;) 

(IO) 

(11) 

TI1c value I'; (111 ) denotes the certainty index thai in the i-tli operation an approximate value of the execution 



time is less tlmn a . The procedurc of finding the optima! allocation u• is tl1en tlte following: 
I. To detennine v1(u;) using (IO). 

2. To detcnnine u• according to (9), subjcct to constraints (6). 

It may be proved [ 5) that for tl1e optimal sol uti on v1 (u;) = v2 (u;) = ... = vk (u Z) . 
In numy cases an expert gives the value x; and tlte interval of the approximate values of x1 : 

x; -d1 s; x1 s; x; +d1 . Thcn we assume tltat hx;(X;) has a triangular form presented in Fig. 2 where d; s; x;. 
Lei us consider tltc rclation (7) in tlte form T1 s; x1u1 where x; > O and u1 denotes tl1e size of a task. In tl1is 

case, using (IO) it is easy to obtain tlte following formulas for tlte functions v1(u1): 

o 

for a 
U; s:-. 

X; 

for ~ .Su1 .$~ 
X; X; -d, 

for 

l•x; 

a 
11;:2'.-,--. 

X; -d, 

(12) 

x, 
Figure 2. Example of the certainty distribution 

For the relations T1 s; x1u11 where u1 denotes tl1e size ofa resource, tl1e functions v1(u;) have an analogous 

form wilh u 11 in tl1e place of u; : 

O for 
x;-d 

ll;S7 

I • 
V;(II;)= "J'(au;-X;)+I for 

I 

x: -d x; 
-'--'~u,-5:.-

a a 
(13) . 

for u, ~3._ 
a 

Example I 
Lei us consider tl1e resourcc allocation for two operations ( k = 2) . Now in the maximizalion problem (9) tl1e 

decision u; may be found by solving the equation v1 (u1) = v2 (U - u1), and u; = U - u;. Using (13) we obtain 

tl,e following rcsult: 
1. For . . 

as;x1 -d1 +x2 -d2 

u (14) 

v(u) = O for any u1 . 

2. For 

(15) 

we obtain 

ad1U + x; d 2 - x;d, 
u1 = a(d1 +d2) 

(16) 



• I • • v(u )=-[aui -Xi ]+I. 
di 

(17) 

3.For 

(18) 

we obtain v(u •) = 1 for any ui satisfying the condition . . 
~ S Ui SU_ !2_, 
a a 

In the case (14) a is too small (the requirement is too strong) and it is not possible to find the allocation for 
which v(u) is greater than O. In tl1c case (15) we obtain one solution maximizing v(u). For tl1e numerical data 

U= 9, a= 0.5, x; = 2, x; = 3, di = d 2 = 1, nsing (16) and (17) we obtain u; = 3.5, u; = 5.5 and v = 0.15 
what means tliat tl1c rcquiremenl T s a will be approximately satisfied with tl1c certainly index O. 75. 

In tl1e case of C-uncertain variablc, according to (1) one should detennine 

u•= argmaxvc(u) 
u 

whcrc 

vc(u) = .!.{v(u) + 1-v[T(u,x) >al}. 
2 

The optimization problem is now much more complicated and should be considered in tl1c diffcrcnt intcrvals of 
a . For example, if 

x; + x; x; + di + x; + d 2 --- s as~-~~~~ 
u u (19) 

tl1en u;1 = u; in (16) m1d 

(20) 

For tl1c nwnerical data U= 9 , a= 0.6, x; = 2, x; = 3, di = d 2 = l tl1e inequality (19) is salisfied. Thcn, 

using (20) we obtain u;1 = 3.67, u;2 = 5.33 and v c (u•)= 0.9 . 

4 Quality of decisions based on the expert's knowledge 

Lct us assumc tliat tl1e cxact dcscriptions of the operations have a form of the equations 

11=./;(u;), i=l,2, ... ,k . 

Jfthe fm1ctions ./; are known, il is possible (see e.g. [1,101) to detennine tl1e optimal decisions ii; mmumzmg 

tl1e execulion time T = max{11,T2 , .. . ,Tk) and satisfying the constrains (6). Ifthe functions ./; are not known by 

a designer oflhc system, the nonoptimal decisions u; based on the expert's knowlcdge dcscribcd in the prcvious 

section are dctcnnincd and applied. Consequently, the exccution time is tl1e following 

r' = max{fi(u;),f2 (u;), ... ,fk(u;)} . 

To cvaluatc tl1e result of the dccisions bascd on the imperfect knowlcdge giveu by an expcrt, one niay inlroduce 
a quality index 

r' i', 

f =Q 

whcrc 'i is tl1c exccution 1ime obtaincd by applying the optimal decisions ii; . The index Q may be uscd to 

invesligale how the quality dcpends on fonns and paramctcrs of the certainty distributions hx; (i.e. on lhe 
knowledge given by an cxpcrt), and to compare different experts. 

Example 2 
Considcr tl1c łask allocation for Iwo opcrations (k = 2) describcd by 



It is easy to show thai 

T = ua,02 . 
a1 +a2 

Assumc that 

Using (12), it may be shown (sec (131) that 

under the assumption 

• x~U 
U2 :;::-,--,' 

x1 +x2 

Ux~ x; (1 - y) ux; x; 
• • <a=:;-,--,. 

x1 +x2 x1 +x2 

Using f and r' = max{a1u; ,a2u;), we obtain the following finał result 

j &+I 

Q=:ć_= &+o 
f o(&+I) 

&+o 

whcre 

for 0<6$1 

for o~ I 

Il is wortl1 noting Umt U1c quality index Q strongly depcnds on ,5 for small valucs ,5 . 

5 Decomposition and two-Ievel management 

The detcrmination of the dccision u' may be difficult for k > 2 because of the great computational difficulties. 
To decrease these difficulties we can apply the dccomposition of the complex into two subcomplexes and 
conscqucntly to obtain two-levcl management system (Fig. 3). Titis approach is based on U1c idea of 
dccomposition and two-level control presented for the deterministic case [I). On U1e upper level the value U is 
dividcd inlo U1 and U2 assigned to U1e first and the second subcomplex, respectively, and on the !ower level 

U1e allocation u<'), ,,(2) for U1e subcomplcxes arc determined. Let us introducc the following notation: 
n, m - the munbcr of opcrations in U1c first and U,e second complex, respectively, n+ m = k, 

r(t), r<2l - the exccution limes in U1c subcomplexes, i.e. 

r(I) = max(1i,T2,···•Tn) ,r<2) = max<Tn+l•Tn+2•···•Tn+ml, 

u<'), u<2) - U1c allocations in the subcomplexes, i.e. 

,,(I) = (111, ... , lin) , 1/2) = (un+I • •··, 11n+ml · 

u 

Distribution of U 
among subcomplcxcs 

uO> ,,(2) 

Subcomplex I Subcomplcx 2 



Figure 3. Two-level management system 

The procedure of the delennination of u• is then the following: 

I. To determine the allocation u< 1l' (U1), u<2>' (U2 ) and the certainty indexes v(ll' (U1), v<2>• (U2 ) in the 

same way as ,,', v' in Sect. 2, wiU1 U1 and U2 in the place of U. 

2. To determine u; , u; via U1e maximization of 

v(T;; a)= v[(T(I):;; a) I\ (T(l):;; a)] g v(U1 .U2) . 

Then 

(Ut.u;)= arg max min{v(ll'(U1),v<2l\u2)J 
u,,u2 

with U1e constraints: U1,2 ;o, O. U1 + U 2 =U . 

3. To !ind U1e values of u<IJ', u<2J' and v • putting u; and u; inio the results u<1l' (U1). u<2l' (U2 ) obtained 

in the point land inio v(U1,U2) in the point 2. 

li may be shown thai U1e result obtained via the decomposition is U1e same as the result of the direct approach 
presented in Sect. 3. 

6 Resource allocation in a project with cascade structure 

Lct us consider the rcsourcc allocalion in a complex of operations willi cascade structure in which the result 
obtained from the i-U1 operation is pul at U1e input of the (i+ 1)-th operation (i= I, 2, ... ,k -1 ). The operations 

are describcd by U1e inequalities (7) and the unknown parameters x1 are described by certainty distributions hx1 , 

the same as in Scct. 3. The optima! allocation problem rnay now be formulated as follows: 

For the given h:x:; and U !ind UJC allocation u• =(u;, u;, ... , u;) maximizing the certainty index 

v(u) = v{DyCu;x) i;; [O,a]} = v[y(u;x);; a] (21) 

where 

y(u; x) = ą,1 (u1, x1) + 11'2 (u2, X2) + ... + ll'k (uk, xk) 

denotes the maximum possible value of the execulion time T = T1 + T2 + ... + Tk . The determinalion and 

maximization of v(u) nrny be very complicated. li is much easier to solve the following problem: Find U1e · 

allocation u= (u1, u2, ... , uk) satisfying Uie constraint (6) and rnaximizing U1e certainty index 

v(u)= max v{[ą,1 (ui,x1 ):;;ad "··•"lą,k(uk,xk);;ad}. (22) 
at,···•ak 

subject to constrainl a 1 +a2 + ... +ak =a. li is easy to note that v(u),;; v(u). Then ii is the allocation 

maximizing the !ower bound of the certainty index thai Uie maximum possible value of the execution time T is 
approximately less Uian a . According to (22) 

v(u) = max minv,(u,,a,) 
a1, ... ,a,t 

(23) 

where v1(u1,a1) is obtained in the same way as v1 in (10), with a1 in the place of a, i.e. 

,,1(u1,a1) = max hx1(x1) 
x;eD:d(u;,ai) 

wherc 

Dx,(u;) = {x; E R 1: ą.>;(U;,X;),;; a). 

The prescnted approach may be extended to cascade-parallel structure (Fig. 4). 

I I I 

~~ 
~---~ 

Figure 4. Cascadc-parallel structure of the complex 
The i-lh subsystcm (i = I, 2, .. . ,k) is a complex of m1 parallel operations denoted by I, 2, ... , m1 • Lei us denote 



by U1 the amount of the resource assigned to the i-th subsystem by 

(24) 

the allocation in the i-th subsystem, determined in the way described in tl1e previous section with (U;, a1) in tl1e 

place of (U,a), and by 

(25) 

tl1e maximum value of the cerlainly index (21) for the i-th subsystem. The determination of the functions (24) 
and (25) may be considered as a loca! optimizalion of the subsystems. The global optimization consists in 
maximization of the certainly index corresponding to (23), with respect to a= (a1, ... , ak) and 

fi= (Ui, ... , Ut), i.e. maximization 

m_!!x max min g1(U1,a1) (26) 
U a I 

withconstraints U1 + ... +Ut =U, a1 + ... +ak =a. 

Putting the results of maximization (20) inio fi in (24) we obtain the allocation u;' for i = I, 2, ... , k . 

7 Transferring of resources during the project execution 

In the case of more complicated structures as tl1ose considered in Sects 2+5, it may be possible to apply a 
decomposition of the execution time inio intervals in which parts of the operalions may be execuled. In each 
interval, tl1e i,arts of the operations crcate a subcomplex with parallel operations for whieh tl1e resource 
alloeation can be detennined. Such an approach may be applied if it is possible to use the different values u I in 

the differcnt intervals, i.e. to transfer the resource from one operation to anotl1er during the execution of the 
project. Assume .that the operations are described by the inequalities ż1 (t)?.I/J1 (u1 ;x1 }, i=l,2, ... ,k wherc 

z1 (I) e R1 denotes a state of the operation; z1 (O) =O. If z; = z1 (T;) denotes a size of the operation and u I is 

constanl, then T; 5: ,p1(u1,z7;x1) where . 
'P1(u;,zt;x,) = __ z_,-. 

I/J1(u1;x1) 

Denote by zij tl1e part of z 7 executed in tl1e j-th interval, by Q j a set of operations which may be executed in 

this interval and by z j a set of z ij for all i e Q j . The allocation problem for tl1e w hole complex may be 

decomposed inio two subproblems: 

I. The detenninalion of the optima) allocations iij(zj,a) for the successive intervals (i.e. for the subcomplex of 

parallel operations) and tl1e respective certainty indexes 

vj[iij(z,,a,)] ~g,(z,,a ,>. 
Thcse are the certainty indcxcs (IO) for j = I, 2, ... , m ( m is a number of intervals) for which the requirement is 

detennined by aj. The constraints (6) for tl1ej-th subcomplex talce tl1e form 

(/\ uij?. O) A 2>ij = U (27) 

ieQi ieQ1 

where uij denotes tl1e amount of the resource assigned to tl1e i-th operation in tl1ej-tl1 subcomplcx. 

2. The maximization of the certainty index v[(Ti :;;a1)A(T2 :;;a2)A ... A(T,n Sam)J, whcrc 0 is the 

execution time ofthej-th subcomplex-with respcct to z= (z1, ... .Zm) and a= (a1, ... ,am), i.e., 

max min{g1(z1,a1), g 2 (z2 ,a2), ... , gm(Zm,a,,,)} (28) 
z.a 

subject to constraints 
m 2>, =a, Lzl/ ::::zt 

J=l JeP; 



where P; denotes a set of U1c intetvals in which U1e i-th operation may be executed, and a detennincs U1e 

requirement for the complex as a w hole. Putting U1e results of the maximization (28) into u1 (z i ,a i) we ob tai n 

U1e allocation uj (Je l,m). The valucs uy may be dilferent for the dilfcrent J and U1e application of this 

allocation requires U1e transferring of the resources among the operations. 
Remark: The approach presentcd abovc is based on the decomposition of the complex similar to Uiat in Secl. 5. 
In U1e case presenled in Sect. 5 U1e rcsource used in j-th subcomplex could not be used in U1e next complexes. In 
U1e case considered in this scction u; means U1e size of a stream of the resource and U1e second part of (27) 

concern J-U1 intetval. li is wortl1 noting U1at the result of the decomposition uy (Je l,111) does not maximize U1e 

certainly index thai T = Ti + ... +Tm is approximately not greater U1an a , but maxi mi ze U1e I ower band of this 

index. It follows from U1e fact U1at (Ti :s; a1) /\ ... /\ (Tm :s; am) • T :s; a but not on U1e contrary. 

8 Knowledge representation with uncertain and random parameters 

TI1e relation knowledge reprcsentation may contain two kinds of unknown parameters: unccrtain parameters 
characterized by certainty distributions given by an expert and random parameters described by probability 
distributions [ 12]. Let us consider a complex of parallel operations described by the incqualities 

7i :s; ą,;(u1 ;x;, w1), ie I, k where X; are values ofuncertain variables as in Sect. 3, and w; are values of random 

variables w1 wiU1 U1e known probability dcnsities. ConsequenUy, the certainty index v(u; w) defined by (8a) 

and U1e optima! allocation u*(w) are functions of w= (w1, w2, ... , wk) e W. TI1en two versions of the allocation 

problem rnay be formulatcd. 

I. The detennination of ur: 

ur =arg ma~ E[v(u;w)J 
ueU 

= arg ma~ J v(u; w)f(w)dw 
ueU W 

where /(w) denotes U1e probability density of w . 
2. The determination of ur1 : 

uij = E[u*(w)] = J u*(w)f(w)dw. 

w 

(29) 

(30) 

The results have the dilTerent interpretations: ur denotes the allocation maximizing U1e expected value of the 

certainty index that the rcquirement is approximately satisfied, and u~1 denotes the expectcd valuc of the optima! 

allocation for U1e fixed w. The similar approach rnay be applied in U1e case with U1e inequalities 7i :s; ą,1 (u1 ;x;) 

considcrcd in Sect. 3 where U1c unccrtain variable x1 is characterized by hx;(x;;w;) wherc U1e unknown 

paramcter w; is a value of w; with the probability density /;(w1). It means U1at U1e operations are characterized 

by a set of expcrts giving the diffcrent values w; "chosen randomly" from the set of values described by the 

undcrlying statistics. Now v(u) and u* detennined in Sect. 3 dcpend on w (becausc hx; depend on w;) and 

we can apply two versions according to (29), (30). 

ExampleJ 
Let us assume tliat in the rcsource allocation problem considered in Example I 51 :s; d1 :s; e1, 52 :s; d2 :s; e2 and 

d2d11 ~w is a valnc of a random variable w wiU1 a triangular probability dcnsity f(w)=r-/Jw for 

w1 :s; w :s; w2 and /(w) =0 otherwise, whcre 

2w2 2 
r= 2· /3= 2· 

(w2 - w1) (w2 -w1) 

W1 = 02&1-I' "'2 = &261-1 . lf 



then, according to (16), 

·c ) (au-x;)+xiw 
u1 w = a(l + w) . 

Applying the second version one obtains 

ui11 =E[ui(w))= P(w? - w})+[(y + P)B-f.ł4J(w2+w1) 

+(A-B)(r+P)lnw2 +I 
w1+I 

where A= U -x;y-1 , B = xir-1, 

and ui12 =U-un1-

9 Conclusions 

An approach to task and resource allocation in the complex of operations considered as a part of the knowledge
based project management system has been presented. TI1e formalism based on the uncertain variables may be 
useful as a non-probabilistic description of the uncertain operations characterized by an expert. TI1e presented 
approach may be extended to more complicated structures of the complex of operations with distributed 
knowledge [6] and may be applied to related problems conceming the control of manufacturing operations (2, 7]. 
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